In this paper, we deal with the digital output-measurement-feedback H 00 control problem for Pritchard-Salamon infinite-dimensional systems with unbounded input and output operators. A discrete Popov-theory-based solution is given in terms of the solvability of Kalman-Szego-Popov-Yakubovitch systems associated with the equivalent discrete-time time-invariant system obtained by lifting the 7"-periodic continuous-time system.
Introduction
In [25, 26] , Pritchard & Salamon introduced a class of infinite-dimensional systems that allow certain unboundedness in control and observation. Specific examples of such systems are linear systems described by PDEs with point and/or boundary control and observation [9, 12] , and retarded systems with delays in control and observation [25] . This class has become very popular since it has been proved to be rich enough to permit one to obtain the solution to the linear quadratic control problem (see Pritchard & Salamon [26] and van Keulen [29] ) as well as the extension of the classical finite-dimensional results on H°° optimal control from [15] (see van Keulen [29] ). For an overview of the basic results concerning perturbation theory, exponential stability, and transfer functions of Pritchard-Salamon systems, the reader is referred to the recently announced paper of Curtain et al. [13] .
The H°° control problem with state and output measurement feedback for infinitedimensional systems has received much attention in recent years. A state-space solution to the problem has been given by van Keulen in [29] where the main two-Riccati equation result of Doyle et al. from [15] has been extended to the Pritchard-Salamon class of systems.
Among the various approaches to the H 00 control problem, the Popov-theorybased solution, originally developed for discrete-time finite-dimensional systems by Ionescu & Weiss [20] , has been fully generalized to infinite-dimensional systems: the continuous-time bounded-input bounded-output case by Weiss [32] , and the time-dependent discrete-time case by Dragan, Halanay, & Ionescu [17] .
The digital linear quadratic control problem for Pritchard-Salamon systems has been addressed in Barb & DeKoning [3] where a digital state-feedback result was given. The case of digital output-measurement feedback was treated in Barb & DeKoning [4] . In [5] , a Popov-theory-based solution to the digital state-feedback H x control of Pritchard-Salamon systems was given in terms of solvability of certain Kalman-Szego-Popov-Yakubovitch (KSPY) systems. This paper is a natural continuation of the work in [5] . We are concerned with the (7-suboptimal) digital output-measurement-feedback H x control problem for Pritchard-Salamon systems. Our goal is to design a discrete-time controller interconnected with the continuous-time plant via a synchronized sampler and zeroth-order holder such that the effect of the disturbance input on the controlled output is lower than a prespecified bound imposed by continuous-time design considerations. The piecewise constant control is generated from the discretized measurement output {)'2(kT)} keN (when v 2 (*) can be sampled; we shall see that further on in this paper). The difficulty of taking into account the intersample behaviour is overcome by lifting the overall time-dependent system to a discrete-time one. This is done in the spirit of the original work of Yamamoto [33] , making use of the framework developed by Bamieh et al. [1, 2] . A similar lifting technique was applied by Tadmor [28] who gave a solution to the digital H 00 control problem for systems with finitedimensional state space in terms of three Riccati equations, two algebraic equations, and a differential one. The Popov-theory approach we take in this paper has the advantage of allowing the main control result to be stated in a framework of Hilbert-space operators, while permitting the set of necessary and sufficient conditions to be expressed in terms of the solvability of a certain KSPY system (equivalent to a Riccati equation). This was not possible in [1] , since the spaces of the lifted disturbance input and the lifted controlled output were infinitedimensional. Within our approach, we remain in the classical framework of the solution based on the Riccati equation. There are two reasons for this. The first is that our original state space is infinite-dimensional and there is no struggle as in [1] to reduce everything to finite-dimensional spaces-the implementation issue is not one of our objectives at this stage. The second reason is that we have available a general Riccati theory for discrete-time systems on real separable Hilbert spaces that we can apply to our digital control problem.
The structure of this paper is the following. In Section 2, we formulate the problem. Some basic Pritchard-Salamon results are also given here. In Section 3, we show how to reduce the control problem to an equivalent discrete-time one. General discrete Popov-theory results are collected in Section 4, and the solution to the 7-attenuation problem for discrete-time systems is outlined in Section 5 in the case of output measurement feedback. The shortcomings of the method are discussed in Section 6. Conclusions are reached and directions of future research are indicated in Section 7.
Problem formulation

Pritchard-Salamon systems. Basic properties
Capital script letters will stand for real, separable Hilbert spaces. If A : X -> y, then t)(A) will denote the domain of A. We write 2(X,y) for the space of bounded operators from X to y. By L2°C(K + , A") we denote the space of locally (Bochner) square-integrable functions from K + = [0,oo) to X, and £ 2 (N, X) will stand for the Hilbert space of square-summable sequences in A" (i.e. maps from N = {0,1,...} to A'). We shall say that A generates an exponentially stable semigroup of bounded linear operators {£(/)}, 68 on X (a C° semigroup) if there exists \i > 1 and a < 0 such that ||S(0|| </ie°' for/^O.
An operator A € 2(X) is called power-stable if there exist \i ^ 1 and p € (0,1) such that
Let X be a Banach space with norm || »\\ x , and let W be a linear subspace of X. Assume that another norm, ||»||w> > s defined on W such that W is itself a Banach space. Consider the linear operator I :W>-* X defined by Iw = w. We call this a continuous embedding [14] if / £ £(W. X). If W is dense in X with respect to the norm in X (i.e. its closure is equal to X), we shall call / a dense injection. In the case when / is also continuous, we shall use the notation W<-*X.
If X is a real Hilbert space with the norm given by the inner product, we shall say that X is separable if (X, || • ||^) contains a dense subset which is countable.
Let us consider three real separable Hilbert spaces W, X, and V with continuous dense injections W<-> X^-> V. We consider a C o semigroup {£(/)}, 6R+ on V, and we shall assume that its restriction on W and X are also C o semigroups. [26, 13, 29] . DEFINITION 1 Let U and y be the input and output spaces.
1. An operator B e C(U, V) is called an admissible input operator for S( •) (see Weiss [30] ) if there exist / > 0 and a > 0 such that for all x G W.
Let B £ 2(U, V) and C £ 2(W, y) be admissible input and output operators for S(•). The system E(S(*),B,C,D)
given by
, is called a Pritchard-Salamon system; this is well denned because, if (2.2) (resp. (2.3)) holds for some t > 0 and for some a > 0 (resp. (5 > 0), then it holds for any / > 0 and some a (resp. fi) depending on t (see [13] 
t~y{t) = CS w (t) X(i + C S v (t -r)5«(r)dr + Du(t)
Jo and is a well defined y-valued locally L 2 function.
Following [13] , we assume (without loss of generality) that the Pritchard-Salamon system is smooth, i.e.
Notice that assumption is not restrictive in the sense that (2.6) is satisfied by all known examples of Pritchard-Salamon systems if W and V are chosen appropriately. We quote from [13] that (2.6) is implied by T)(A V ) c W, the latter inclusion also ensuring that the resolvent sets of A w and A v are the same. In contrast, the growth bounds u^y and u) v may not be the same (see Example 2.1 in [13] ), and hence exponential stability on V (resp. W) does not imply exponential stability on W (resp. V). However, using the concept of admissible stabilizability, a satisfactory stability theory was developed (see [13, 29] for details). DEFINITION The following result [29] gives the relationship that exists between the two concepts of stabilizability quoted above. The next result gives the relationship between input-output stability and exponential stability (see [29] ). PROPOSITION • Assumptions 1-2 are based on engineering reality, in which the number of sensors and actuators must obviously be finite.
• Assumption 3 guarantees that the output measurement can be sampled.
• Assumptions 4 and 5 provide a sufficient condition for the hybrid stability of the digital control system (see Proposition 3).
• Assumption 6 is made for simplicity. For details of how this assumption can be removed, the reader is referred to [29: § 5.4 ].
• Assumption 7 guarantees the well-posedness of the Pritchard-Salamon system.
• If x 0 -0, then we can express (2.8) as
where
'Jo
Let K, be another real separable Hilbert space, and consider a controller
S(K,L..M,N) of the form
XI ", and the initial state of the controller. £ 0 , is given. If $ 0 = 0, then (2.10) can be expressed in an input-output fashion as
We want to stabilize the system (in a certain sense that will be defined below), and ensure that the influence of the disturbance input ii\ on the controlled output v, is smaller (in a certain sense) than a prespecified bound 7, by digital output-measurement feedback. Let us explain further what we mean by digital output-measurement feedback. Define first the sample and zeroth-order hold operators with period T:
where by (£(R + ,X) we have denoted the space of A"-valued piecewise continuous functions that are bounded on compact subsets of R + , and where X n is the space of /f-valued sequences defined on the set of nonnegative integers. By their definitions, the hold operator is synchronized in time with the sampling operator, and they are well defined when X is replaced by any other space. Since the output measurement is a continuous R^-valued function (we have assumed that .v 0 € W. so this condition is fulfilled) we can define its time-discretized version as f' 2 = Sy.lV
We want to make sense of the feedback connection 
T\ = F(G T , G K ) = G U + G n H T G K (I -S
is well defined and is a 7 contraction of spaces, i.e.
)~ S T G T G 2 \,
REMARK 2 Due to the sampler, Tj is not time-invariant (see [28] ), and we cannot associate a transfer function with the linear system mapping u\ to y t .
•
The discrete-time H°° control problem
We conclude this section by formulating the H°° control problem in discrete time. Our basic model is the infinite-dimensional discrete-time system representing the set of equations
where s denotes the forward shift operator (.Yfc)freN t -+ (**+i)freN> and where The resultant closed-loop system is given by where again the convention A R x R = (^R^R*)A-£ N etc -is used, and where
The augmented state space X R = X © X c is a real separable Hilbert space under the inner product
The system (2.11) can be written in an input-output fashion as where
If T c is the input-output operator associated with the controller, then the closed-loop input-output operator is expressed as the linear fractional transformation of the system (2.11) and the controller (2.12):
The 7-suboptimal H°° control problem (or 7-disturbance-attenuation problem) is to find a controller (2.12) for the system (2.11) such that 1. The closed-loop system (2.13) is power-stable (i.e. A R generates a power stable evolution on X R ). We shall refer to this as the stability requirement.
2. The closed-loop input-output operator is a 7 contraction:
We shall refer to this as the ^-attenuation requirement.
The equivalent discrete-time H* optimal-control problem
In this section, we shall reduce the digital control problem to an equivalent discretetime one. The basic idea is to lift a continuous-time periodic signal to a shift-invariant discrete-time one. In this way, we describe the action from the lifted input to the lifted output of a periodically time-dependent system by an operator we shall call the lifted input-output operator. Since state-space formulae are important for our developments, we shall derive the expression of lifted A, B, C, and D operators of a given system. Our basic references are Bamieh & Pearson [1] , Bamieh et at. [2] , and Yamamoto [33] , papers in which the reader can find a much more detailed treatment of this problem. We shall also investigate stability properties of the digital control system. Since the resulting closed loop is inherently hybrid in its nature, an appropriate stability theory should be developed. However, our work is greatly simplified by the concept of hybrid stability introduced by Chen & Francis [10] , which is adequate for our purposes. We generalize the main results on hybrid stability from [10] to the Pritchard-Salamon class of hybrid systems.
Hybrid stability for Pritchard-Salamon systems
The concept of hybrid stability was initially introduced for the finite-dimensional case in [10] . In [11] it has been shown that exponential stability does not imply I^-inputoutput stability unless a low-pass filter is used prior to the sampler. However, it has been shown that, under some pathology-excluding conditions imposed on the sampling step, a certain concept called hybrid stability is equivalent to exponential stability in finite dimensions. In this section, we shall extend the concept of hybrid stability to the Pritchard-Salamon class of systems and establish the relationship between this type of stability and input-output stability as was defined in subsection 2.1.
Consider a Pritchard-Salamon system £(S(*),B,C,D)
with respect to W<-»X<-> V. Assume that .v 0 € W. Suppose that the control is piecewise constant with u(t) = u k for kT ^ t < (k + \)T, and that (.x k )keN is the sequence of state discrete values. Then the state equation becomes
, the latter system satisfying the difference state equation (3.1) and the discrete output equation (3.2), if $ and F (depending on the sampling step T) are given by
± f Jo 
DEFINITION 6 Let E(S( •), B, C, D)
be a Pritchard-Salamon system with respect to W'-J^^V. We shall say that it is hybrid-stabilizable if there exists a controller such that the digital control system is hybrid-stable.
We want to characterize first the stabilizability (in a certain sense). As was argued in Section 1, a pair (5( •), B) that is stabilizable on W (resp. V) is not necessarily stabilizable on V (resp. VV). The next example shows that this inconvenient property of (S(»),B) is not alleviated by sampling, i.e. the power stabilizability of the timediscretized pair, (#, F), on W (resp. V) does not necessarily imply power stabilizability on V (resp. W). Define first for every sampling step the discrete growth constant of S(T) as 
Lifting continuous-time systems
In this section, we give the main results on lifting a continuous-time periodic system to a discrete-time time-invariant one. The idea is to rearrange the original periodic system in such a way that its periodicity is reflected by shift invariance in the new set-up. We need first to define the lifting operator. Let Z be a Banach space, and let L 2 (K + ,Z) be the space of square integrable Z-valued functions and £ 2 (^>Z) the space of square summable Z-valued sequences. Notice that L 2 (K + ,Z) and 
x{kT + t) = S(t)x(kT) + f S(t-T)Bu(kT + T)dT.
Jo
At the sampling instants, the state equation (3.8a) becomes 2. Assume that, in (3.8a), the operator A is the infinitesimal generator of a stable C o semigroup on X. Then, for any u 6 L 2 (K +! U), the state is also square-integrable, i.e. . Y 6 L 2 (R + , X), which implies y e L 2 (R + , y). Let w and y be the lifted image of u and y. It is routine to show that u e £ 2 (N, L 2 (0, T;U)) and y 6 E 2 (N, L 2 (0, T; y)).
3. If we assume stability, then the input-output operator (2.7) of the linear system (3.8a) and (3.8b) is a well defined and bounded map from L 2 (R + ,U) to L 2 (R+,y). It is well known (see [2] ) that the lifted image of G is then
and furthermore ||G|| = ||G||. D
Lifting the hybrid Pritchard-Salomon system
The theory developed in subsection 3.2 is now applied to lifting the hybrid PritchardSalamon system. Consider the smooth Pritchard-Salamon system with respect to W 
{kT + T) = u 2k (0 *S T < T). The state equation written at the sampling instants becomes
x k+i = Sx k + r, w u + r 2 u u (3.ii) with •
4-.V-+V, S = S V (T),
The digital control system, being hybrid in its nature, becomes discrete-time after lifting. The resultant closed-loop system is then where
It is rather straightforward that, if X R = W © K, stands for the augmented state space for the resultant closed-loop system, then the following boundedness conditions are satisfied:
e2(L 2 (0,T-M l ).L 2 (0,T-y l )).
The following proposition establishes the equivalence between the hybrid stability of Pritchard-Salamon systems and the power stability of its lifted counterpart. PROPOSITION This follows from the fact that the lifting operator is an isometry of spaces. We conclude that the discrete-time system (3.13a), closed under output feedback via the controller (2.10), is input-output-stable. But we know that, for a system that is power-stabilizable and power-detectable, input-output stability and power stability are equivalent in the sense that the transfer function is holomorphic and bounded outside the closed unit disc. The reader is referred to [23] . We conclude that the closed-loop system is internally stable, i.e. A R is power-stable on X R .
• REMARK 7 Notice that power stability of the closed-loop system on X R = W © K. does not necessarily imply power stability of the closed-loop system on V © fC. It is an open question whether simultaneous stability of the closed-loop system on both spaces AL R and V © K. is equivalent to hybrid stability.
We return now to the 7-attenuation condition we have imposed for our digital control system. Let us notice first that the following holds. 
K(I -S T G 22 H T K)-l S T G 2l \\ = \\T t \\. D
We can conclude this section with the following result.
J be a smooth Pritchard- Salamon system with respect to W"-+ <¥<-» V satisfying 
(t -T)[B iUl (T) + B 2 U 2 {T)]dT, X 0
Jo
yi (t) = C lX (t) + D l2 u 2 (t), y 2 (t) = C 2 x(t).
Then a discrete-time controller S(K, L,M,N) satisfying
0, 2 = C, [ S v ('-T)B 2 dr Jo
Proof. Consider the disturbance-attenuation problem for the lifted system (3.14). Since £{K, L, M, N) is its solution, we obtain the following results.
E(K,L,M,N)
provides power stabilizability and power detectability for {&,r 2 ,C 2 ) with respect toW^V. By Proposition 3, £(K,L,M,N) then provides hybrid stability for the original Pritchard-Salamon system.
2. The input-output operator from u t to y { is a 7-contracting map from e 2 (N,L 2 (O,T;U 1 )) to £ 2 (N, L 2 (0, r;3>,)). It follows by Proposition 5 that the input-output operator mapping u x to y t is also a 7-contracting map from L 2 (R +) W,)toL2(R + ;;y,).
We conclude that £(K,L,M,N)
is then also a solution to the digital outputmeasurement-feedback control problem. • Theorem 1 is the cornerstone result which facilitates our application of the discrete Popov-theory-based solution of the discrete-time H°° control problem, to solve the digital H°° control problem for Pritchard-Salamon systems.
General discrete Popov theory
Originally developed by Ionescu & Weiss [20] for finite-dimensional discrete-time systems, the main results on discrete Popov theory have been completely generalized to time-dependent discrete-time systems on Hilbert space in [16] . Among the various results of Popov theory, the one giving the link between a quadratic cost functional and the solution to the so-called Kalman-Szego-Popov-Yakubovitch (KSPY) system, strongly related to Riccati-equation theory, is (in our opinion) the most relevant. The central result proved in [19, 16] replaced the Popov positivity condition with a more general one, expressed in terms of the invertibility of a certain operator.
An immediate application, probably the most important one, was to express the solution to the discrete-time H 00 (7-suboptimal) control problem. This section is devoted to collecting the main results of discrete Popov theory developed in [20, 16] , which provide a basis for deriving the solution to the output-measurementfeedback discrete-time H°° (7-suboptimal) control problem. Our formal model is described by the difference state equation
where A € 2(X) and B e Q(U, X). We shall assume that A is power-stable on X and consequently, for every given (£, M) € X x £ 2 (N,W), that equation (4.1) has a unique solution JC
where £ : is considered as a set of simultaneous equations in X -X*, G, and H. We shall write
2. Given an operator V on Z, we denote by V_ the operator on Z n defined by
Then the self-adjoint operator R : e 2 {N;U) -+ ^2(N;W) is defined by A triplet (X,G,H) is called a stabilizing solution to E KS py (4.3) if G~l is bounded and A + BF GH defines a power-stable evolution on X for F c H defined via (4.4). Clearly, in this case, X is also a stabilizing solution to (4.6) and, as is well known, is unique.
The main result of discrete Popov theory can be stated as follows. THEOREM 2 Let (A, B, 77) be a Popov triplet, with A power-stable. Then the following statements are equivalent. 1. 7*~' is well defined and bounded. 2. The KSPY system (4.3) (or equivalent DTARE (4.6)) has a stabilizing solution.
Proof. See [16] .
• For more comments on the general framework of Theorem 2, the reader is referred to [16, 17] . We have assumed that A is power-stable on X. Here we treat the situation when A does not necessarily satisfy this assumption. Let (A,B,II) be a Popov triple on (X,U) with A not necessarily defining a power-stable evolution on X, and suppose that (A,B) is power-stabilizable. Let Fe 2(X,U). We shall call (A F ,B F ,n F ) the Proof. See [17] .
• Notice that X is also a solution to the discrete-time Riccati equation (4.6) for (A F ,B F ,II F ). Hence, in order to remove the power-stability assumption made on A we proceed as follows.
Step 1. Choose F such that A F = A + BF is power-stable, and consider the F-equivalent Popov triple (A F , B F , I7 F ) .
Step 2. Prove via Theorem 2 the existence of the solution to the KSPY system associated with (A F , B F , IJ F ) .
We conclude with two necessary results for the developments of the next section. Proof. See [16] .
(A more general result is proved in [20] is given by (4.4). Then (4.8) becomes
where G F and R F are associated with (A F . B F , 77 F ) .
Disturbance-attenuation problem for discrete-time systems
The 7-disturbance-attenuation problem for discrete-time systems has recently received a lot of attention. Starting with the leading work of Stoorvogel [27] , Iglesias [19] , and Ionescu & Weiss [21] , where a two-Riccati-equation set of formulae has been written for the solution to the finite-dimensional H°° control problem, a complete generalization of the latter results, based on the extension of the Popov function theory developed in [20] , has been obtained for time-dependent systems on Hilbert spaces by Halanay & Ionescu [17] and by Halanay et at. [16] , respectively. However, the theory in [17, 16] cannot be applied to solve the digital H x (7-suboptimal) control problem for the Pritchard-Salamon class of infinitedimensional systems. The motivation of this is the strong-epicity assumption made on the D 2i term {D 2 \D* 2 i ^ vl). In our case, the 7-attenuation problem we have obtained for the lifted hybrid Pritchard-Salamon system was essentially singular, having the £> 2 | terr n equal to zero (recall that this fact was a direct consequence of the fact that the sampler operator is not well defined over L 2 spaces).
The purpose of this section is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the solution to the 7-disturbance attenuation problem under the mildest possible assumptions on the initial discrete-time data. We also set the basis for writing the solution to the digital H x (7-suboptimal) control problem for the Pritchard-Salamon class of systems in terms of two Riccati-equation formulae for the H x (7-suboptimal) control problem associated with the discrete-time system obtained by lifting the hybrid Pritchard-Salamon system. REMARK 8 (1) If a state-space feedback law is applied, i.e. if u 2 is replaced by u 2 + F 2 x, then the system (2.11) is updated by keeping all the coefficients the same except A and C\, which become A + B 2 F 2 and C\ + D n F 2 , respectively. (2) If a state-space injection is applied, then the system (2.11) is updated by keeping all the coefficients the same except A which becomes A + K 2 C 2 .
• Before we state and prove the necessary solvability conditions, we introduce the following definition. DEFINITION 
Necessary solvability conditions
In this section, we give the set of necessary conditions for the solvability of the 7-attenuation problem in terms of associated KSPY systems. The minimum set of assumptions we make on the initial data is:
(1) {A. The main result giving a necessary set of conditions for the solvability of the 7-attenuation problem is the next theorem, which depends on the following two lemmas for its proof. 
LEMMA 2 Consider the Popov triplets
with V=\ " I and V = .
Vv.\ [ 0 V 22 Proof. Notice first that the problem of 7-disturbance attenuation is compatible with the discrete Popov function theory, i.e. Theorem 2 is applicable to finding the solution. As has been shown in [16] , the first statement of Theorem 2 allows a signature for 7^. Let U = U\ xU 2 and suppose that R has the form Then R~l is well defined and bounded if . We have assumed that the infinite dimensional system is rightcoercive and left-coercive. This implies that T i2 and T 2] are coercive operators. But the operator R 22 written for (A,B,n) is exactly Tf 2 T n , and its counterpart for (A*,C*.n*) is T 2 \T 2l , respectively, which is obtained by applying Lemma 3. Now apply Lemma 2 to obtain the existence of the solutions to the KSPY systems (5.3) associated with the Popov triplet (A,B,II) and do the same for their counterparts associated with (A*. C*, 77*), respectively, and the proof is complete.
Sufficient solvability conditions
In this section, we give a set of sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution to the 7-attenuation problem. Consider the equivalent system Proo/. See [16] .
The following theorem is our main result on sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution to 7-attenuation problem. THEOREM 
Shortcomings of the method
In this section we focus on the drawbacks of the Popov-theory-based solution to the H°° control problem as developed in this paper. Recall that, in Section 5.1, the minimum set of assumptions made on the discrete-time system was: (1 Since R = D* l2 D l2 » 0 and X ^ 0, it follows from (6.2) that t\ 2 f n » 0, which completes the proof.
Let us see now what assumptions one should make on the original PritchardSalamon system such that (1) and (2) is power-detectable, where D\ 2 = {D* n b\ 2 )~xb\ 2 and fl n = / -D n D\ 2 is power-detectable. Unfortunately Proposition 8 does not apply for the dual problem, since D 2X = 0 and hence D 2 \D 2 \ is no longer coercive. The best we can prove is the following. In general, it is hard to prove that a system is exactly controllable; indeed, large classes of partial differential and delay systems are not exactly controllable but only approximately controllable. Thus, checking the exact controllability of (S(»),B\) is not a sensible way of checking whether T 2 *\T 2 \ is coercive. In particular, when U\ has finite rank, then (5(»),fl|) will not be exactly controllable.
2. Testing for the coercivity of F\T\ entails an investigation of the exact controllability of (S(»),B i ); this problem does not arise when using the coercivity of C 2 C 2 as a test of that of T 2l T 2] . By an adequate choice of the measurement sensors, right coercivity can be achieved for large classes of systems.
3. If we restrict to the finite-dimensional case, then the exact controllability of (5(»),B|) collapses to a trivial coercivity of TiTi*-which i.e. the coercivity of P T is generic-which (by a suitable choice of the design configuration) can also be achieved.
Conclusions and future research directions
In this paper, a discrete Popov-function-based solution to the digital H°°7 -suboptimal control of a Pritchard-Salamon system has been given. The set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of the problem has been expressed in terms of bounded invertibility of a certain Toeplitz-type operator associated with the system, as well as in terms of the solvability of two Kalman-SzegoPopov-Yakubovitch systems. In our opinion, a natural continuation of this research would cover
• obtaining a finite-dimensional controller from the digital infinite-dimensional one obtained by the discrete Popov-function approach • a case study on a PDE model which matches the framework of the PritchardSalamon class • the relationship between the discrete-time controller obtained by the discrete Popov-theory approach and the one obtained by discretizing the continuoustime controller derived by van Keulen in [29] • finding a reliable way of expressing the coercivity of T^ T 2l in terms of the original data of the Pritchard-Salamon system.
